Let’s tell our government officials:

Stop Dumping Toxic Waste in Kettleman City and Buttonwillow!

Did you know:

● Kettleman City & Buttonwillow have the only two hazardous waste landfills in the entire State of California
● Dangerous toxic waste is sent to these landfills from near and far, including chemicals that can cause cancer and other serious illnesses
● Trucks that carry the toxic waste emit harmful pollution into the air
● Both toxic waste landfills are being allowed to operate on permits that expired years ago
● The government approved the permits for these toxic waste dumps using racially discriminatory processes including police intimidation
● Kettleman City and Buttonwillow residents have a long history of fighting to protect their communities from toxic pollution

For more information contact Miguel Alatorre/ miguel@greenaction. Greenaction for Health and Environmental Justice org  www.greenaction.org